Cleaner Air 4 Manor House Schools
Bubble Day Event at Tiverton Primary School

17th May 2013

Significant results






The majority of lichen observed were nitrogen-loving species, suggesting that air
quality in the area is poor.
Only 3% of pupils were currently cycling to school, yet 60% of them wished they
could.
99% of pupils learnt something about air quality and air pollution on Bubble day.
Over 80% of the pupils now understand air quality issues which resulted in high
marks in related assessments.
90% expressed that they learnt ways to improve air quality from the activities
and were able to talk to people about air pollution and actions to improve air
quality.

Executive Summary
London Sustainability Exchange (LSx) carried out the Cleaner Air
4 Manor House Schools (CA4MHS) ‘Bubble Day’ with 400 pupils
from Tiverton Primary School on the 17th May 2013 with funding
from the big lottery.
CA4MHS aims to raise awareness of air quality issues amongst
parents, teachers, pupils and governors through a number of
educational activities and learning events, such as:





Citizen science
Social marketing activities
Data mapping

Overall the project was successful and achieved its aims, to:


Improve the confidence, knowledge and skills of pupils
around air quality, causes of pollution and actions that can
be taken to tackle the problem.



Increase awareness and understanding of air pollution
issues amongst parents, teachers, pupils, school
governors and the wider school community.



Build collective resilience towards climate change
amongst parents, teachers, pupils and school governors,
particularly in relation to travel behaviour.

Beneficiaries
We successfully engaged pupils from nursery to Year 6 who participated in various
activities on and before Bubble day including air quality education, social marketing
events and citizen science activities.
In total, 440 participants including 400 pupils, 30 teachers and 10 parents took part in
Bubble Day activities, and a further 72,160 people were reached through promotion and
communications.
Activities
The ‘Bubble’ is an area spanning 1km around the school. Pupils were encouraged to
travel to school by sustainable means within the bubble. Hands-on activities including
badge making, lichen identification, traffic survey, sticky tape analysis and ozone strip
tests, allowed pupils to monitor their own local air quality and to raise awareness on air
pollution among their families and friends. The feedback of the day was very positive.
Pupils enjoyed all the activities and teachers commented saying all the activities were
very well resourced and child-friendly. The interactive and fun events were engaging;
however more delivery time would have allowed pupils to take fuller advantage of the
opportunities given.
“It was wonderful to see how engaged the children were in their learning as a result of the
excellent planning and enthusiastic delivery of air quality knowledge.” – Lisa Storm, Head
Teacher at Tiverton Primary School

Social Marketing Activities
Pupils participated in social marketing activities to share their learning and help spread the
message of air quality throughout the school community by peer-to-peer engagement.
Activities included;





The creation of a ‘Zero Hero’ a superhero who protects the environment
Creative writing
Badge making
Poster design asking parents to stop ‘idling’ their car engines.

By expressing air quality creatively, pupils brought the issue alive for themselves and also
created conversations at home with friends and family.
“I would recommend this project to other children because it is good for
children to learn about pollution and they can tell what they did at school to
their parents.”- Year 3 Pupil
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Our Results
Overall, our results indicate that Bubble Day was effective in raising awareness of air
quality issues and influencing sustainable travel behaviours within the school community
CA4MHS uses practical hands-on citizen science activities to support learning and
understanding of air quality issues. Citizen science activities demonstrated markedly poor
air quality near the school:


Nitrogen-sensitive lichens were not present near the school, suggesting Nitrogen
concentrations are high on average. Ozone strips did not show a drastic colour
change indicating that ozone is not a big problem.

‘[Lichens are] really interesting, I am going to tell my sister about them and go with her to
look for them at the weekend.’ – Year 4 pupil at Tiverton Primary School
Travelling behaviours
In terms of changing travelling behaviour of pupils, we found that parental preference has
a strong influence and that influence is most apparent among younger pupils. Pupils
were eager to use more sustainable transport and activities on Bubble Day had
influenced their preferences towards these.


60% of pupils wish they could cycle to school while only 3% of them were currently
doing so.



15% of pupils were travelling to school by car, however only a few of the pupils prefer
to travel this way.

Recommendations


Lichen studies are only one test – since air quality is likely to be a problem, the
school are advised to carry out further studies to identify the extent of the problem
and if EU limits are breaches and in order to ensure that the children know which
areas have the best air quality, and plan their route to schools accordingly.



The safest Cycling should be supported. Around 60% of pupils would prefer to travel
to school by bike and knew cycling that is both good exercise and improves air
quality.



Encouraging safe walking to school routes might make parents feel more comfortable
in letting their children walk to school



As an extension of the zero hero activity, LSx suggested that the school should
deliver an Air Quality Zero Hero dress- up day, allowing pupils to wear their Zero
Hero costume to school and use their sustainable travel method of choice. This
would also engage parents as they help their children to prepare the costume and
walk or cycle to school with their children.



As Bubble Day was a one day, LSx suggested that the school carry out a follow-up
survey to measure if pupils had changed travel methods or reduced car use as a
result of participating in the Bubble Day activities.
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